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1 Introduction1.1 Very long mathematical proofsAn interesting foundational problem is posed by some mathematical proofs which are too large to be checkedby a single human.The proof of the Four Color Theorem [AHK77], considered controversial at the time, started with aLemma that the Theorem follows if certain computation terminates. It was completed with the experimentalfact that the computation did indeed terminate within two weeks on contemporary computers.The \Enormous Theorem" [Gor85] provides the classi�cation of all �nite simple groups. Its proof, spreadover 15,000 pages in Gorenstein's estimate, consists of a large number of di�cult lemmas. Each lemma wasproven by a member of a large team, but it seems doubtful that any one person was able to check all parts.An even more di�cult example is a statement that a given large tape contains the correct output of ahuge computation (with program and input on the same tape). One might attempt to verify the claim byrepeating the computation, but what if there is a systematic error in the implementation?The �rst two examples are special cases of the last one. The requirements for mathematical proofs canbe completely formalized. The statement of the theorem would have to incorporate the de�nitions, basicconcepts, notation, and assumptions of the given mathematical area. They should also include the generalaxiom schemes of mathematics used (say, Set Theory), furthermore, the logical axioms and inference rules,parsing procedures needed to implement the logic, etc. The theorem will then become very large and ugly,but still easily manageable by computers. The computation would then just check that the proof adheres tothe speci�cations.1.2 Transparent proofsRandomness o�ers a surprisingly e�cient way out of the foundational problem. As we shall see, all formalproofs can be transformed into proofs that are checkable in polylogarithmic Monte Carlo time. Note that nomatter how huge a proof we have, the logarithm of its size is very small: The logarithm of the number ofparticles in the visible Universe is under 300.A probabilistic proof system is a kT; PkO(1) time algorithmA(T; P; !). It has random access to the source! of coin ips and two input arrays: T (\theorem candidate") and P (\proof candidate"). T is given in anerror correcting code: If T is not a valid code word, but is within, say, 10% Hamming distance of one, thisvalid codeword T 0 is uniquely de�ned and recoverable in nearly linear time. Each pair (T; P ) is either1. correct: accepted for all !, or2. wrong: rejected for most !, or3. imperfect: can be easily transformed into correct (T 0; P 0), with unique T 0 close to T .In the last case the checker is free either to reject (there are errors) or to accept (errors are inessential).Using a special error correcting code, we can guarantee the acceptance with high probability if there are< 10% of errors and make \easily transformed" to mean polylogarithmic time per digit.P is a proof of T if (T; P ) is correct. T is a theorem if it has a proof. A deterministic proof system is thespecial case with no use of !. Extension is a system with more proofs but not more theorems.A proof P of T is transparent if it is accepted in a (speci�c) poly-logarithmic time (log kT; Pk)O(1). Thesystem is friendly if every proof P can be transformed in kT; PkO(1) time into a transparent proof of thesame theorem.Theorem 1.1 Each deterministic proof system has a friendly probabilistic extension.It will be su�cient to consider just one proof system which is NP -complete with respect to polylog-arithmic time reductions (see de�nition in Section 6.3). In fact, using a RAM model rather than Turingmachines, we construct a proof system, complete for nearly-linear non-deterministic time with respect to



such reductions. This enables us, in time kT; Pk1+", for any " > 0, to put the proofs into transparent form,veri�able in time (logkT; Pk)O(1="). It is an interesting problem to eliminate 1=" from this exponent.1.3 CommentsPolynomial and polylog above refer to kT; PkO(1) and (log kT; Pk)O(1), resp., where kxk denotes the lengthof the string x. Nearly linear means linear times polylog.Theorem 1.1 asserts that given T (as a valid code-word) and a correct proof P , one can compute inpolynomial time another proof eP of T which is accepted in polylog time (by the extended system).Note that acceptance of (T; P ) does not guarantee the correctness of (T; P ). But, if acceptance occurswith a noticeable probability, then both T and P can easily be corrected.Correcting the Theorem. Error-correcting format (encoding) of the input refers to any speci�c polynomial-time computable encoding with the property that every codeword can be recovered in polynomial time fromany distortion in a small constant fraction of the digits. Such codes can be computed very e�ciently bylog-depth, nearly linear size networks (e.g. variants of FFT).The error-correcting encoding of the theorem-candidate is crucial; otherwise P could be a correct proofof a slightly modi�ed (and therefore irrelevant) theorem, and it would not be possible to detect in polylogtime the slight alteration. In case T fails to be in valid error-correcting form, acceptance of the proof meanscorrectness of the unique T 0 to which T is close.One would not need error-correcting encoding if we were only concerned about short theorems with longproofs. This is rare in computing, where inputs/outputs tend to be long. But even in mathematics there aregood reasons to assume that truly self-contained theorem statements will be very long. Indeed, as discussedin Section 1.1, the statement of a theorem in topology, for instance, would include lots of relevant textbookmaterial on logic, algebra, analysis, geometry, topology.Correcting the Proof. If (T; P ) has a noticeable chance of acceptance in the extended system then T (aftererror-correction, if not a valid code-word) is guaranteed to be a theorem, i.e. to have a correct proof. We donot guarantee that P itself is a correct proof, but a simple Monte-Carlo procedure with random access to Pwill correct it, revising each digit independently in polylog time. (This is a self-correction feature related toa self-correction concept introduced by Blum{Luby{Rubinfeld and Lipton. The proof uses the interpolationtrick of Beaver{Feigenbaum{Lipton.)2 Checking computationsWe shall now interpret Theorem 1.1 in the context of checking of computations. There will be two partiesinvolved: the Solver, competing in the open market to serve the user; and the Checker, a tiny but highlyreliable device.2.1 A universal CheckerA non-deterministic programming task is speci�ed by a deterministic polynomial-time predicate S(x; y;W )meaning W is a witness that (x; y) is an acceptable input{output pair in error-correcting form.A Solver may present a program which is claimed to produce a (possibly long) witness W , and runningS on a reliable machine with reliable software might be expensive and time-consuming. Instead, our resultallows to modify the speci�cation such that (a) the same input{output pairs will be accepted; (b) the sameSolver can solve the modi�ed task at only a small extra cost to him; (c) the result can be checked inpolylogarithmic time. { We now rephrase Theorem 1.1 in the checking context.The following corollary assumes t to be an upper bound on kx; y;Wk and on the running time ofS(x; y;W ); ! is a random sequence of coin ips. We select a value " > 0.



Corollary 2.1 There exist machines E (Editor, t1+" running time) and C (Checker, (log t)O(1=") runningtime) such that for any S; x; y with error-correcting codes S; x; y and W :� if S(x; y;W ) accepts then C(S; x; y; E(W ); !) accepts for all !.� If C(S; x; y;W; !) accepts for > 1% of all ! then S; x; y are within 1% Hamming distance from error-correcting codes of unique and easily recoverable S0; x0; y0. Moreover, S0(x0; y0;W ) accepts for someW .Only the Checker but neither the software nor the hardware used by the Solver/Editor need to bereliable. If reliability is regarded as a substantial cost factor, the stated result demonstrates that this costcan be reduced dramatically by requiring the unreliable elements to work just a little harder.The relation to Theorem 1.1 is thatE(W ) will be the \transparent proof" of the statement (9W )S(x; y;W ).2.2 Space saving, parallelizationE(W ) from Corollary 2.1 could be long. While kE(W )k � kWk1+", this " should not be taken too small:that raises the exponent in the polylogarithmic time bound of the Checker. But we do not need the Solverto write down the entire E(W ). Instead, he can provide a devilish program, which computes the ith bit ofz, from i. This could save considerable space, and as a result, possibly even time.However, such a program could then cheat by being adaptive, i.e. making its responses depend on previousquestions of the Checker. We can eliminate this possibility by implementing the multi-prover model: runa replica of the program separately; after the Checker had asked all its questions from the original, selectone of these questions at random and ask the replica. If the answer di�ers, reject. Repeat this process apolylogarithmic number of times. If no contradiction arises, accept (cf. [BGKW88], [FRS88], [BFL91]).We can give a helping hand to the Solver to enable his program to respond in something like real timeto the Checker's questions, after some preprocessing.Proposition 2.2 Using the notation of Corollary 2.1, there exists an NC2 algorithm to compute any entryof E(W ) from x; y;W , after a nearly linear (in kx; yk) preprocessing time.2.3 Comparison with Blum's modelsOur result says that any computation is only \N1+" time away" from a computation checkable in polyloga-rithmic time in a sense related to Blum's.Blum and Kannan [BK89] de�ne a program checker CPL for a language L and an instance x 2 f0; 1g� asa probabilistic polynomial-time oracle Turing Machine, that, given a program P claiming to compute L andan input x, outputs with high probability:1. \correct," if P correctly computes L for all inputs.2. \P does not compute L," if P(x) 6= L(x).In recent consecutive extensions of the power of interactive proofs, complete languages in the correspond-ing classes were shown to admit Blum{Kannan instance checkers: P#P [LFKN92], PSPACE [Sha92],EXP [BFL91]. (See [BF91] for more such classes.)The Checker of the present paper runs in polylogarithmic time and needs no interaction with the programto be checked. There is some conceptual price to pay for these advantages.What we check is the computation as speci�ed by the User, rather than the language or function to becomputed. We do allow the Solver to use a devilish program, though; conceivably such a program may behelpful not only in establishing the right output but also to compute the requested entries of E(W ) withoutwriting all of it down. One objection might be that this excludes some more e�cient algorithms (e.g. ifwe specify compositeness-testing by way of computing a divisor as witness, this may make the Solver's taskexceedingly hard).



For a comparison with the Blum{Kannan de�nition consider a program P which is claimed to computethe entries of E(W ). Assuming now that x and S are given in error correcting encoding, our Checker CP� outputs \correct," if P correctly computes all entries of E(W ).� with high probability outputs \P does not compute a correct E(W )," unless (except for a smallfraction of easily and uniquely recoverable errors) x; S are in error-correcting form and x is acceptable(i.e. (9W )S(x;W )).2.4 Applications to Probabilistically Checkable ProgramsArora and Safra [AS92] de�ne a hierarchy of complexity classes PCP (for probabilistically checkable proofs),corresponding to the number of random and query bits required to verify a proof of membership in thelanguage, as follows:A veri�er M is a probabilistic polynomial-time Turing machine with random access to a string � repre-senting a membership proof; M can query any bit of �. Call M an (r(n); q(n))-restricted veri�er if, on aninput of size n, it is allowed to use at most r(n) random bits for its computation, and query at most q(n)bits of the proof.A language L is in PCP (r(n); q(n)) if there exists an (r(n); q(n))-restricted veri�erM such that for everyinput x:1. If x 2 L, there is a proof �x which causes M to accept for every random string, i.e.,with probability 1.2. If x 62 L, then for all proofs �, the probability over random strings of length r(n) that M using proof� accepts is bounded by 1=2.Fortnow, Rompel and Sipser [FRS88] show that the languages accepted by multiple provers and [k>0PCP (nk; nk)are equivalent. Thus Babai, Fortnow and Lund [BFL91] show that NEXP = [k>0PCP (nk; nk).The results in this paper show that NP � [c>0PCP (c logn; logc n) since a careful analysis shows thatwe only need O(logn) coins in our protocol. In fact we get the stronger result that the proof has size n1+�.Arora and Safra [AS92] and Arora, Lund, Motwani, Sudan and Szegedy [ALM+92] build on this resultto show that NP = [c>0PCP (c log(n); c).3 A Transparent Proof Based on MIPIn this section we will informally show how to convert results on multiple prover interactive proof systemsto weak results on transparent proofs.Instead of the standard de�ntion of multiple prover interactive proof systesm, we will use the followingequivalent de�ntion due to Fortnow, Rompel and Sipser [FRS88]:Let M be a probabilistic polynomial time Turing machine with access to an oracle O. We de�ne thelanguages L that can be described by these machines as follows:We say that L is accepted by a probabilistic oracle machine M i� there exists an oracle O such that1. For every x 2 L, MO accepts x with probability > 1 � 1p(jxj) for all polynomials p and x su�cientlylarge.2. For every x 62 L and for all oracles O0,MO0 accepts with probability < 1p(jxj) for all polynomials p andx su�ciently large.Babai, Fortnow and Lund [BFL91] show that every language in nondeterministic exponential time isaccepted by a probabilistic oracle machine. They also show that every language in deterministic exponentialtime has such a machine where the oracle O can be computed in deterministic exponential time. Note thatfor an input of length n, only oracle questions of size at most nk can be queried.



To create a transparent proof we just scale down this protocol. Let N = 2n. Suppose we want to verifya computation running in timpe polynomial in N . This is an exponential-itme computation in n. TheBabai-Fortnow-Lund theorem we now have an oracle of size 2nk with the following properties:1. The oracle can be computed in time 2nk = N (log logN)k�1 .2. The computation can be veri�ed probablistically in time nk = (logN )k and thus look in only (logn)kplaces in the oracle.Thus we have a proof of only slightly more than polynomial size that can be veri�ed probabilistically inpolylog time.However we can not trust that the oracle is actually a computation of the input that we are interestedin. If we only check a polylogartihmic nubmer of locations in the oracle, then a dishonest oracle could givea proof for a computation on an input that is one bit away from the real input and we would never catch it.To handle this problemwe require that the input is in an error-correcting code format. An error-correctingcode format increases an input by a small amount and has the important property that the error-correctingcode for every two inputs will di�er in some constant fraction of their bits. Thus we can then check withonly a constant number of queries that the input we have matches the one used by the computation in theoracle.4 Low degree polynomialsThis section presents technical preliminaries, of which an algorithmic result on codes might be of independentinterest (Proposition 4.6).4.1 Low degree extensionThe \proof" in our proof system consists of an admissible coloring A of the graph Gn. We may assume Ais a string of \colors" of length 2n. We will explain the structure of these graphs in Section 6. The set C ofcolors will be viewed as a subset of a �eld F. The transparent version will involve an extension of this stringto a table of values of a multivariate polynomial over F.[BFL91] suggests to identify the domain V of A with f0; 1gn, and, regarding f0; 1g as a subset of F, extendA to a multilinear function over In where I is a �nite subset of F. However, in order for the [LFKN92]-typeprotocol of [BFL91] to work, one requires I to have order 
(n2), forcing the table of the multilinear functionto have size n
(n) = N
(log logN), where N = 2n is the length of A. This would render the \transparentproof" slightly superpolynomial.Instead we select a small subset H � F of size jHj = 2` where ` = �(logn=") where " > 0 is the quantityappearing in the comments after the statement of Theorem 1.1 as well as in Corollary 2.1 We may assumem := n=` is an integer; and we identify V with the set Hm. The next Proposition allows us to extend A toa low degree polynomial in only m variables. Now the size of the table of the extended function has sizejIjm = N (jIj=jHj)m = N (�(n2))m = N1+�("); (1)using the stipulation, to be justi�ed later, that the right size of I is �(n2jHj).Proposition 4.1 (Low degree extension) Let H1; : : : ;Hm � F and let f : H1 � � � � � Hm ! F be afunction. Then there exists a unique polynomial ef in m variables over F such that� ef has degree � jHij in its ith variable;� ef , restricted to H1 � � � � �Hm, agrees with f .



Proof. Let u = (u1; : : : ; um) 2 K := H1 � � � � �Hm. Consider the polynomialgu(x) = mYi=1 Yh2Hinfuig(xi � h): (2)Now gu(u) 6= 0 but gu(x) = 0 for all x 2 K n fug. Clearly, every function K ! F is a linear combination ofthe gu, restricted to K. This proves the existence part of the statement. The uniqueness can be proved byan easy induction on m. 24.2 Low degree testOne of the key ingredients of the program that checks the \transparent proof" is a test that a functionf : Fm ! F is a low degree polynomial.We say that two functions de�ned over a common �nite domain are �-approximations of one another ifthey agree on at least a (1� �) fraction of their domain.An important feature of low degree polynomials is that they form an error-correcting code with largedistance: two such polynomials can agree on a small fraction of their domain only, assuming the domain isnot too small. This follows from a well known lemma of J. T. Schwartz [Sch80b] which we quote.Lemma 4.2 (J. T. Schwartz) Let I � F be a �nite subset of the �eld F. Let f : Fm ! F be an m-variatepolynomial of (combined) degree d � 0. Then f cannot vanish in more than a d=jIj fraction of Im.(The proof is by a simple induction on m.)An important property of low degree polynomials over not too small �nite �elds is that they are randomself-reducible, as observed by Beaver{Feigenbaum [BF90] and Lipton [Lip91]. They show that an m-variatepolynomial p : Fm ! F of degree d can be recovered from an �-approximation assuming � � 1=(2d) andjFj � d+2. A. Wigderson has pointed out to us that the bound on � can be improved to a constant, say 15%,using known error-correction techniques in the way used by Ben-Or, Goldwasser, and Wigderson [BGW88]in their \secret sharing with cheaters" protocol. We briey review the technique and state the result.Proposition 4.3 Let p be an unknown polynomial of degree d in m variables over the �nite �eld F. Letf : Fm ! F be an �-approximation of p, where � = :15. Let n be a divisor of jFj�1, and assume n � 3d+1.Then there is a Monte Carlo algorithm which for any x 2 Fm computes p(x) with large probability in timepolynomial in n;m, and log jFj if allowed to query f .Proof. Let ! be a primitive nth root of unity in F. We select a random r 2 Fm, query the values'(!i) = f(x + r!i) for i = 0; : : : ; n � 1. Let e' be de�ned analogously, using p in place of f . Now e' is aunivariate polynomial of degree � d � (n� 1)=3, and with some luck, no more than (n� 1)=3 of the queriedvalues of f di�er from the corresponding values of p. If this is the case, the polynomial e' can be recoveredfrom the values of '. Indeed, as observed in [BGW88, p. 5], this is a case of correcting errors in a generalizedReed-Muller code, cf.[PW72, p. 283].Repeating this process we are likely to succeed and obtain the correct value of p(x) for a majority of therandom choices of r. 2Let us say that a multivariate polynomial f is h-smooth if it has degree � h in each variable. A functionis �-approximately h-smooth if it is an �-approximation of an h-smooth function. 1-smooth polynomials arecalled multilinear. One of the key ingredients of the MIP = NEXP protocol in [BFL91] is a multilinear-ity/low degree test.Theorem 4.4 ([BFL91]) Let F be a �eld, h;m positive integers, and I a �nite subset of F. There existsa Monte Carlo algorithm which tests approximate h-smoothness of a function f : Im ! F in the followingsense:(i) if f is h-smooth, the algorithm accepts;



(ii) if f is not �-approximately h-smooth, the algorithm rejects with high probability, where � = 4m2h=jIj.The algorithm queries hmO(1) values of f .For the proof, see [BFL91, Theorem 5.13 and Remark 5.15]. (Speci�c citations refer to the journalversion.) A more e�cient version of the algorithm was recently found by Szegedy (see [FGL+91]).We shall now combine this result with the ideas of Beaver, Feigenbaum, Lipton, Ben-Or, Goldwasser, andWigderson to upgrade the test, incorporating a strong self-correction feature which makes the test tolerantto errors of up to a substantial fraction of the domain. In order to do so, we have to take I = F.Corollary 4.5 Let F be a �nite �eld, and h;m positive integers. Assume jFj � 28m2h. There exists aMonte Carlo algorithm which tests approximate h-smoothness of a function f : Fm ! F in the followingstronger sense:(i) if f is :15-approximately h-smooth, the algorithm accepts with high probability; and for any x 2 Fm,computes the value of the unique h-smooth approximation of f at x;(ii) if f is not :16-approximately h-smooth, the algorithm rejects with high probability.The algorithm runs in time (jFjm)O(1), including the queries to values of f .Proof. Let us �rst pretend that f is .15-approximately h-smooth. Apply the procedure of Proposition 4.3to (hm)O(1) points x 2 Fm to establish values (random variables) ef (x). If the procedure fails to produce avalue or the value produced is di�erent from f(x) more than 15.5% of the time, reject. Else, perform theh-smoothness test of Theorem 4.4 to the values of ef rather than those of f .If indeed f is :15-approximately h-smooth then let g be its unique smooth approximation. For every xit has very large (1� exp((hm)c)) probability that ef(x) = g(x), so the smoothness test will accept. On theother hand, if the self-correction procedure does not reject, then it is likely that there exists a function g(x)such that for almost every x, ef (x) = g(x) with large probability. Now if the smoothness test accepts, theng must very closely approximate an h-smooth function g0. Now we are almost certain that f and g agree onall but 15.5% of the places, so all put together f is very likely to .16-approximate the h-smooth g0. 24.3 An e�ciently correctable codeWe describe an error-correcting code with a polylogarithmic error correction algorithm, capable of restoringeach bit from a string which may have errors in a substantial fraction. This code plays a multiple role inthis paper. In addition to being the code of choice for the \theorem{candidate", it can be added onto thetransparent proof to make the proof itself error{tolerant. Moreover, the ideas involved motivate parts of theconstruction of the \transparent proof".Theorem 4.6 Given " > 0 and a su�ciently large positive integer N0, there exists an integer N , N0 � N <N0(logN0)1=" and an error-correcting code with the following properties:(a) given a message string x 2 f0; 1gN , one can compute in time N1+" the codeword E(x) of lengthm(N ) � N1+";(b) the Hamming distance of any two valid codewords is at least 75% of their length;(c) given random access to a string y of length m(N ), a (logN )O(1=")-time Monte Carlo algorithm will,with large probability, output \accept" if y is within 10% of a valid codeword, and \reject" if y is notwithin 15% of a valid codeword;(d) if y is within 15% of a (unique) valid codeword y0 then a (logN )1="-time Monte Carlo algorithm willbe able to compute any digit of y0 with large con�dence.



Proof. We choose N in the form N = 2m` �k where k�` is slightly greater than 2 logm; and (k�`)=` < ".So ` � 2 logm=". Let F be a �nite �eld of order q = 2k and H � F be a subset of size 2`. We identify Fwith f0; 1gk and thereby the message string with a function x : Hm ! F. A message of N breaks into 2m`tokens, each an element of F.We shall perform a two-stage (concatenated) encoding. The �rst stage associates with x its unique jHj-smooth extension to Fm which we denote by E0(x) (Proposition 4.1). E0(x) is a token-string of length2mk.Clearly, the bit-length of these strings is N (N=k)(k�`)=` < N1+"; and they are computable (if done inproper order) at polylogarithmic cost per token.The degree of E0(x) as a polynomial of m variables is � mjHj. Therefore, by the quoted result of J. T.Schwartz (Lemma 4.2) this polynomial cannot vanish on more than a mjHj=jFj fraction of its domain Fm.We observe: mjHj=jFj = m=2k�` < 1=m: (3)But m logm � " logN , so 1=m will be small for �xed " and su�ciently large N . This justi�es statement (b)(for tokens). (c) and (d) (for tokens) follow from Corollary 4.5.Now to switch to bits from tokens, we have to apply an encoding of the tokens themselves. Here we havea large degree of freedom; e.g. Justesen's codes will work (cf. [MS77, Chap.10.11]). The properties requiredare now easily veri�ed. 25 LFKN-type protocols5.1 Veri�cation of large sumsWe shall have to consider the following situation: let F be a �eld. (We shall use F = Q.) Assume we aregiven a polynomial of low degree in m variables over Im where I is a (small) �nite subset of F. We have toverify that Xu2Hm f(u) = a (4)for some small H � I and a 2 F. (jHj will be polylogarithmic.) We assume that we have random access toa database of values of f as well as their partial sumsfi(x1; : : : ; xi) := Xxi+12H � � � Xxm2H f(x1; : : : ; xm): (5)over I. Clearly, fm = f , and fi�1 = Xh2H fi(xi = h) (6)(using self-explanatory notation).Assumption on the database. We assume that the database gives the correct values of f but we allowthat it give false values of the other fi.Protocol speci�cations. The protocol is required to accept if the entire database is correct and equation (4)holds; and reject with large probability if equation (4) does not hold (regardless of the correctness of thedatabase).We review the protocol which is a slight variation of the one used for an analogous purpose in [BFL91,Proposition 3.3]. The protocol builds on the technique of Lund, Karlo�, Fortnow, and Nisan [LFKN92].The protocol will work assuming the degree of f is � d in each variable (f is d-smooth), and jIj � 2dm.The protocol proceeds in rounds. There are m rounds.



At the end of round i, we pick a random number ri 2 I; and compute a \stated value" bi. We set b0 = a.It will be maintained throughout that unless our database is faulty, for each i, including i = 0,bi = fi(r1; : : : ; ri): (7)So by the beginning of round i � 1, the numbers r1; : : : ; ri�1 have been picked and the \stated values"b0 = a, b1; : : : ; bi�1 have been computed.Now we use the database to obtain the coe�cients of the univariate polynomialgi(x) = fi(r1; : : : ; ri�1; x) (8)(by making d+ 1 queries and interpolating). Let egi denote the polynomial thus obtained. We perform aConsistency Test; with equation (6) in mind, we check the conditionbi�1 = Xh2H egi(h): (9)If this test fails, we reject; else we generate the next random number ri 2 I and declare bi := egi(ri) to be thenext \stated value". After the mth round we have the stated value bm and the random numbers r1; : : : ; rm;and we perform the Final Test bm = f(r1; : : : ; rm): (10)We accept if all the m Consistency Tests as well as the Final Test have been passed.The proof of correctness exploits the basic idea that if equation (4) does not hold but the data passthe Consistency Tests then we obtain false relations involving polynomials with fewer and fewer variables;eventually reaching a constant, the correctness of which we can check by a single substitution into thepolynomial behind the summations.Proof of correctness of the protocol. Assume �rst that equation (4) holds and the database is correct.Then we shall always have egi = gi and eventually accept.Assume now that at some point, there is a mistake: egi�1 6= gi�1. Here we allow i = 1; we de�ne theconstant polynomial eg0 := b0 = a. Then with probability � 1 � d=jIj, bi�1 = egi�1(ri�1) 6= gi�1(ri�1) sincetwo di�erent univariate polynomials of degree � d cannot agree at more than d places. Assuming now thatthe next Consistency Test is passed (equation (9)) it follows that the same error must occur in the nextround: egi 6= gi.If now equation (4) does not hold, then the constant a = b0 = eg0 di�ers from g0 = f0, an error occurs inround 0. It follows that unless one of the Consistency Tests fails, with probability � 1 � dm=jIj, the sameerror will have to occur in each round. But the error in the last round is discovered by the Final Test. 25.2 Simultaneous vanishingIn [BFL91], simultaneous vanishing of all values f(x); x 2 D was reduced to the statementPx2D f(x)2 = 0.This trick works over sub�elds of the reals and will be used in the main procedure (Section 8). However, if wewish to avoid large{precision arithmetic, a di�erent approach is required. We modify a procedure describedin [BFL91, Section 7.1].The situation is similar to Section 5.1, except that rather than verifying equation (4), we have to verifythat f(u) = 0 for each u 2 Hm. In this section we show how to reduce this problem to the result ofSection 5.1.Let us extend the (small) �eld F to a large �eld K where 2jHjm � jKj < 2jHjmjFj. Let jHj = d. Let� : H ! f0; 1; : : : ; d� 1g be a bijection; and for u = (u0; : : : ; um�1) 2 Hm, set �(u) = Pm�1i=0 di�(ui). So,� : Hm ! f0; : : : ; dm � 1g is a bijection.Let us now consider the univariate polynomial p(t) =Pu2Hm f(u)t�(u). Unless all the f(u) are zero, arandom � 2 K has probability � 1=2 to be a root. We show that checking p(�) = 0 for a given � 2 K is aninstance of equation (4).



Indeed, let �i = �di ; then ��(u) = m�1Yi=0 ��(ui)i = m�1Yi=0 (Xh2H ��(h)i Lh(ui)) (11)where the Lh are Lagrange interpolation polynomials: for h; h1 2 H, Lh(h1) = 1 if h = h1 and zero otherwise.The right hand side is therefore a product of polynomials of degree � (d� 1) of each ui, and the protocol ofSection 5.1 can be used to verify that p(�) = 0.Having veri�ed this for a number of independent random choices of � 2 K, we are assured that all thef(u) are zero.6 Pointer machines and the Kolmogorov{Uspenski�� thesisIn order to apply the theory e�ciently to actual computations and mathematical proofs, we need a formal-ization of the concept of proofs, more accurately reecting their perceived length.Within an accuracy of polynomial-time transformations a formalization of proofs is quite established.It is based on the nondeterministic Turing machine model. Proofs could be represented as witnesses toinstances of any NP -complete problem (say 3-coloring). Their length and checking time will be bounded bya polynomial of kT; Pk for any reasonable formal system.We need a greater accuracy. First, our polylogarithmic time checker has no direct way to verify thepolynomial time transformations. We can a�ord only very trivial (polylog-time) reductions on instances(below, they will simply pre�x the input with short strings). Second, we intend to transform very longmathematical proofs into transparent form. Squaring the length of the proof of the Enormous Theoremwould seem too much.Better accuracy is harder to achieve in machine-independent terms. One possibility is to accept the thesisof Kolmogorov and Uspenski�� [KU58] that the Pointer Machine model of computation proposed there (theoriginal and cleaner version of RAM; see below) simulates, with constant factor time overhead, any otherrealistic model (including formal mathematical proofs).This thesis suggests the following solution. We de�ne the class NF of problems solvable in nearly lineartime on nondeterministic pointer machines (or, equivalently, RAM's). (NF = \Non-deterministic Fast"; weuse the term \fast" as a synonym to \in nearly linear time".) We �nd an NF -complete problem with respectto our very restrictive reduction concept. We use the witnesses of this problem as \proofs". This de�nes aspeci�c proof system, for which we design our checker. Proofs in other systems can then be padded to allownearly-linear time veri�cations and reduced to our complete problem.6.1 Pointer Machines and RAMsKolmogorov-Uspenski�� Machines (often called Pointer Machines) are an elegant combinatorial model ofrealistic computation. Pointer Machines are equivalent to RAM's within the accuracy relevant for us (polylogfactors). We describe a slightly generalized version (to directed graphs) due to A. Sch�onhage [Sch80a]. Thisde�nition is not required for the technical details of the proofs but it may contribute to conceptual clarity.The memory con�guration of a Pointer Machine (PM) is a directed graph with labeled edges. The setof labels (colors) is �nite and prede�ned independently of the input. Edges coming out of a common nodemust di�er in colors (thus constant outdegree). There is a special node O, called the central node. All nodesmust be reachable from O via directed paths.The input of a PM is the starting memory con�guration. Based on the con�guration of the constantdepth neighborhood ofO (w.l.o.g. depth 2), the program of PM chooses and performs a set of local operations:delete or create an edge, create a new node connected to O, halt. The operations transform the con�gurationstep by step until the halt. The �nal con�guration represents the output. The nodes (and their edges) whichbecome unreachable from O are considered deleted.



Now we compare this PM model to RAM's. Our variety of RAM has an array of registers Ri with contentm(Ri). These include R1; : : : ; Rn, initially storing the input, and a Central Register R0 = (s; a; w; t). R0has a time counter t and O(kt; nk) other bits. The RAM works as a Turing Machine on R0 and, at regularintervals, swaps the contents of s and Rm(a). A copy t0 of t is maintained in a part of the �eld s, except thatat each swap it is overwritten for a moment. At the start, the RAM reads consecutively the entire input.Proposition 6.1 PM's and RAM's can simulate each other in nearly linear time.6.2 An NF -complete Problem.Let f be a function which transforms strings w called \witnesses" into \acceptable instances" x = f(w). Wesay that f is fast if it is computable in time nearly linear in kf(w)k. An NF problem is a task to inverta fast function. (Note that this de�nition requires a su�ciently strong model, such as Pointer Machines orRAM's.) Representation of objects (say graphs) as strings is exible, since nearly linear time is su�cient fortranslation of various representations into each other.A fast reduction of problem P to Q is a pair of mappings f; h. The instance transformation f , computablein polylogarithmic time, maps the range of P into the range of Q. The witness transformation h, computablein nearly-linear time, maps the inverses: P (h(w)) = x whenever f(x) = Q(w).We need a combinatorial problem with witnesses reecting space-time histories of nearly-linear timecomputations.The history of the work of a RAM is the the sequence of records m(R0), for all moments of time. Eachrecord contains two time values t and t0 in s: copied from t or swapped from Rm(a). Each time valuemay appear in two records: at its own time and at the next time the same register Rm(a) will be accessedagain. Clearly, any error in the history creates an inconsistency of two records (including the inputs). Itcan be either a Turing error or some \read" inconsistent with the \write" at the last access time or two\reads" indicating the same last access time. We can easily �nd the errors by comparing two copies of thehistory: sorted by t and sorted by t0. The contradicting records will collide against each other. So we haveaccomplished three goals:� The length of our history is nearly linear in time: a contrast to quadratic lengths (linear space timeslinear time) of customary (Turing machine or RAM) histories.� Its veri�cation can be done on a sorting network of �xed structure. (Simulation by a �xed structurenetwork was �rst done in [Ofman 65].)� The veri�cation takes polylogarithmic parallel time. Thus the space-time record of the veri�cationis also nearly linear. Note that only the veri�cation, not the construction of the history can be soparallelized. So, only non-deterministic problems allow such reductions.To implement the veri�cation we need a sorting network of nearly linear width and polylogarithmicdepth. Of course, the sorting gates will be simple circuits of binary gates comparing numbers in binary. Thisnetwork will also need to perform a simple computation verifying other minor requirements.The history of this veri�cation (assigning the \color" i.e. the bit stored at each gate at each time) is acoloring of the Carrier Graph on which the network is implemented. The veri�cation is successful if thecoloring of the carrier graph satis�es certain local requirements. So, we obtain the following NF -completeproblem: Extend a given partial coloring (the input part) of a sorting network to a total coloring, so thatonly a �xed �nite set of permitted types of colored neighborhoods of given �xed depth occurs. We may extendthe number of colors to represent such a whole neighborhood as the color of a single node. Then consistencyneed only be required from pairs of colors of adjacent nodes.6.3 The Domino ProblemWe now describe a simpli�ed NF -complete problem. We choose a family of standard directed graphs Gn ofsize �(2n). We denote by gn;k;c(i) the kth digit of the binary name of the cth neighbor of node i. It does not



make much di�erence what Gn we choose (say, Shu�e Exchange Graph), as long as g can be represented bya boolean formula of the digits of i, computable from n; c; k in time nO(1) and a polylog time sorting networkcan be implemented on Gn. A coloring of a graph is a mapping of its nodes into integers (colors). The baseis the subgraph of (0; 1)-colored nodes. We require it to be an initial segment of consecutive nodes of Gn.A domino is a two-node induced colored subgraph, with nodes unlabeled. The Domino Problem is to colorthe standard graph to achieve given domino set and base (speci�ed as a string of colors).Proposition 6.2 The Domino Problem is NF -complete, i.e. all NF problems have fast reductions to it.The instance transformation will leave the base string intact and supplement it with a �xed domino set,speci�c for the problem. Alternatively, we can use a �xed universal domino set and prepend the input witha problem-speci�c pre�x to get the base string. The idea of the construction was outlined in section 6.2.Other (straightforward) details will be given in the journal version.7 Arithmetization of admissibility of coloringThe purpose of this section is to turn the essentially Boolean conditions describing the admissibility of acoloring A of the standard graph Gn of the Domino Problem (Section 6.3) into algebraic conditions of thefollowing type: some family of low degree polynomials of several variables must vanish on all substitutionsof the variables from some small set.Let C be the set of colors and D the set of admissible dominoes. Let Gn be the standard graph referredto in the domino problem, with edge set E, vertex set V , and functions B1; B2 : E ! V and B3 : E ! f0; 1gdescribing the head, the tail, and the type of each edge. (The \type" is either directed or undirected.)Let now D0 be the set of all conceivable dominoes. For � 2 D0, let  � : C � C � f0; 1g ! f0; 1g be thepredicate describing the statement  �(1; 2; �) that an edge of type � has type � with its head colored 1and its tail colored 2.Let F be a �eld. We assume C � F. Let A : V ! F be a function. We wish to express by arithmeticformulas that A is an admissible coloring of V . By an arithmetic formula we mean a correctly parenthesizedexpression involving the operations +;�;�, variable symbols, and constants from F.First we observe that the statement that A is an admissible coloring of Gn is equivalent to the following:(8� 2 D0 nD)(8e 2 E)( �(A(B1(e)); A(B2(e)); B3(e)) = 0); (12)(8v 2 V )(A(v) 2 C): (13)As in Section 4.1, let H � F be a set of size 2` where ` = logn=". (We choose " so as to make this aninteger.) We may assume also that m := n=` is an integer. We embed both E and V into a Cartesian powerof H: E; V � Hm. Furthermore, we identify H with f0; 1g`. So the elements of H are represented as binarystrings of length `. For h 2 H, let �j(h) denote the jth bit of h (1 � j � `). For v = (h1; : : : ; hm) 2 V , letus call the hi the tokens of v; and the bits of the hi the bits of v. So v has m tokens and m` = n bits. Weuse the same terminology for E. After a slight technical trick we may assume that V = E = Hm.We assume B1; B2; B3 are given in the form of a family of Boolean functions de�ning the bits of theoutput in terms of the bits of the input. We assume that these functions are given by Boolean formulas,where the entire collection of these formulas is computable from n in time nc1 .Let us arithmetize these formulas; i.e. create equivalent arithmetic expressions in the same n variablesymbols which give the same value on Boolean substitutions. This is easily accomplished by �rst eliminating_'s from the Boolean formulas (replacing them by :^:), and subsequently replacing each ^ by multiplicationand each subformula of the form :f by (1� f). The length of the arithmetic expression created is linear inthe length of the initial Boolean formula.So we now may assume that B1; B2; B3 are given by arithmetic expressions over F describing families ofpolynomials of degree nc1 in m` variables. We now wish to turn this representation in n variables over f0; 1ginto a representation in m variables over H.



Each projection function �j : H ! f0; 1g � F can be viewed as a polynomial of degree � jHj = n1="in a single variable over F. Combining these families of polynomials, we obtain the families of compositepolynomials Pi(u1; : : : ; um) = Bi(�1(u1); �2(u1); : : : ; �`(um)): (14)The degree of this polynomial is � nc1+1=".Similarly, for each � 2 D0,  � is a polynomial of degree � jCj in each of 1 and 2 and linear in � so itstotal degree is � 2jCj+ 1 (by Proposition 4.1).Let now A : V ! F be an arbitrary function.First, let us consider the following polynomial f of degree jCj in a single variable:f(t) = Y2C(t� ) = 0: (15)Now the statement that A is a coloring of V is equivalent to(8v 2 V )(f(A(v)) = 0): (16)Next, we consider the polynomials Pi de�ned above. Setting'A� (e) =  �(A(P1(e)); A(P2(e)); P3(e)) (17)we observe that the coloring A is admissible precisely if(8� 2 D0 nD)(8e 2 E)('A� (e) = 0) (18)where each edge e is viewed as a member of Hm. We summarize the result.Proposition 7.1 There exists a family of arithmetic formulas P1; P2; P3;  �; f computable from n in timejHjnO(1) such that a function A : V ! F represents an admissible coloring of Gn if and only if conditions(16) and (18) hold.This result almost accomplishes our goal, except that A is not a polynomial. Let us now consider theunique extension eA : Fm ! F of A as a polynomial which has degree � jHj in each variable (4.1). ReplacingA by eA in the formulas (16) and (18), we obtain arithmetic conditions in terms of the vanishing of certainpolynomials of degree � n1+c1+1=" over Hm (the set which was identi�ed with V and E).8 The procedureWe use the code of Theorem 4.6 to encode the \theorem-candidate". The proof system includes this in-formation and is encoded into our instance of the domino problem. The \proof-candidate" is therefore acoloring of the standard graph in the Domino Problem.We de�ne the parameters n;m; ` and the set H as suggested in Section 4.1, with F = Q and jIj =�(n2jHj). The Solver is asked to extend the coloring A to an jHj-smooth polynomial over Im.The veri�cation consists of the LFKN-type protocol (Section 5.1), employed to verify that the sum ofsquares of the quantities in equations (16) and (18) vanishes.The \transparent proof" will consist of a collection of databases: one for the extended A; others for eachLFKN-type partial sum encountered in the veri�cation (according to Sections 5, 7). We test jHj-smoothnessof the extended A.Let P0 be the collection of the databases obtained. It should be clear that P0 quali�es as a transparentproof, except that it does not have the error-tolerance stated in Section 1.2: at this point the Checker isallowed to reject on the grounds of a single bit of error.In order to add error-tolerance, we encode P0 according to Theorem 4.6. to obtain the transparent proofP 0. The Checker operates on P 0 by locally reconstructing each bit of P0 as needed. If P0 was incorrect evenin a single bit, then P 0 will be more than 10% away from any correct proof.
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